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This newsletter is for you, the user, to inform you of problems that have been sent 
in from scorers across the nation and the solutions for those problems. We will be 
sending this out from time to time to keep you informed and assist you in usage of 
the program. If you have a problem or issue that needs to be addressed send an 
email to the editor and we will get your problem addressed immediately and keep 
all of the users informed of the problems/solutions involved. 
 
Update 4.0.0.5 is Available for Downloading 
The updated version 4.0.0.5 is now available for download.  This is the 6th version 
that we have published so far and we feel that after testing at various Florida 
tournaments, both AWSA standard, IWWF and NCWSA tournaments, that we are 
ready for the 2017 season to begin. 
 
Scoring ZBS In WSTIMS Glitches Found And Fixed 
Our scorers in our early Florida tournaments, found a glitch in the reporting of the 
final pass in slalom when the skiers score was zero. When the officials noted that 
the skier failed to go through the entrance gates and a score of zero was called in 
by the event officials (both in actual time or after video review) the program would 
record the zero score and give the correct total buoy score in all of the ranking list 
data, but in the reports and the scorebooks was showing a score of 6 for the actual 
zero scored pass. This anomaly has been corrected in this update.  
We remind you again that the option boxes are going to come up and when you 
have selected the same option a second time, then you can go back to just pressing 

the enter key and the program will continue with the same option that you selected 
last. 
 
For example: B2 skier starts at 52kph/18.25 scores 6, you choose the speed option 
and move to (division max speed) 55kph/18.25 scores 6, you choose line and 
shorten to 16m score 6, press enter key and speed will stay at division max speed 
and line will shorten with each completed pass until skier is done. 
 
We highly recommend that you review Newsletter 01 for all of the ZBS scoring 
details before you embark on this journey. 
 
 



Slalom Pass Detail Report For Export For Technical Controllers 
This is a special report for the Technical Controllers that will document each 
slalom pass for gate and boat path analysis. This will be an option in the Slalom 
menu and will not require any input by the scorers during or after the tournament, 
only the export of the file to the thumb drive of the Technical Controller.  
 
That’s it for now, if you have any concerns or note any problems, please feel free 
to contact us for assistance. 
 
 
 


